
From: Dorria DiManno @gma .com
Subject: Fwd: Poss b e new ZBSC top c - A r b&b

Date: October 17, 2022 at 10:33 AM
To: Car yn Carey @yahoo.com, Conn e Bechard @ .com, Kathy DeMeyer @ .com,

james kyr mes @comcast.net, M chae  Patterson @ .com
Cc: W am C ark @comcast.net, James P ath @town.denn s.ma.us

Received this letter from Wayne Bergeron, following a phone call, and told him I'd share it with the committee.
Dorria

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From:  < @comcast.net>
Date: Sun, Oct 16, 2022 at 11:07 AM
Subject: Airb&b
To: < @gmail.com>

Hi Doria,

This is a follow-up to a problem I've discussed with you that plagues Cape Cod and indeed many tourist destinations, and
I request it be addressed by our Bylaws Study Committee.

The proliferation of Airb&bs, with their own set of state regulations that fars exceeds locally permitted occupany
regulations, has created a nightmare for local neighborhoods. They exist in all 5 villages, and bring an excess of people
and cars.  Additionally,  these short term rentals have virtually eliminated the summer rental, leaving few places for
summer workers to live. 

Within my neighborhood of a few narrow roads off New Boston Road, a small 3 bedroom house was turned into an
Airb&b. The state formula for occupancy allowed 13 individuals.  July 4th weekend a group of young people rented it for
the 3 days. Not surprisingly they had numerous friends come and visit, many who stayed over.  The end result was cars
everywhere blocking our roads, excessive drinking, yelling profanities, and partying late into the night. A bus they hired to
take them to the beach became stuck on our narrow roads, adding to our difficulties.

The above scenairo has been repeated in other neighborhoods.  Some Cape towns have adopted local regulations to
address the issue, often addressing minimum length of rentals. I do not believe Dennis has to reinvent the wheel, there
are a number of Cape towns that have taken action. Something needs to be in place to protect our Dennis
neighborhoods.  

Wayne Bergeron 
9 Meadow Lane
Dennis

(house total sq footage minus total sq footage for hall and bathrooms

Sent from my Galaxy Tab A






